
watercolor effects wıth
solo goya aqua paınt marker

Draw. 
Paint.
Colorize.



Travel moments. Exciting perspectives. Small 
details at the roadside. Observe and draw.  
Moments are captured in pictures, sketched,  
and enlivened with liquid paint. Especially in 
urban areas there are many attractive motifs 
captured in sketchbooks.

The SOLO GOYA Aqua Paint Marker is a brush 
pencil for contemporary sketching and coloring, 
calligraphy, illustrations and graphic design in 
watercolor style. 
It is the perfect tool for coloring travel sketches 
or quick scribbles. With the elastic brush tip, 
both flat and fine picture elements can be drawn. 

The finest nuances and intensive color transitions 
are possible through blending with water or in 
combination with the SOLO GOYA Blender. 

Watercolor Painting 2.0



Whether intensive loud accents or subtle natural tones – the compact color system allows nuances 
and strong color highlights and is divided into cold and warm shades. Simple, clear, balanced.

18107 Yellowish Green 18108 Permanent Green 18115 Olive Green

18109 Dark Oxide Brown18116 Red Ocher 18117 Havanna Brown

18114 Indigo Blue

18111 Black18110 Light Gray 18100 Blender

18106 Cobalt Blue18105 Cyan

18104 Magenta18103 Carmine18113 Vermilion deep18112 Cadmium Yellow 18102 Orange18101 Citron

If you are looking for basic equipment, you can 
choose between SOLO GOYA Aqua Paint Marker 
Set of 6 or „Warm Colors“ Set of 6.

If you like things compact and comfortable, you 
can choose between the SOLO GOYA Aqua Paint 
Marker Powerpack or Powerpack XXL and have 
both marker and water-container in one. Both 
Powerpacks are robust and easy to transport. 

The smaller Powerpack contains 11 colors and the 
blender and fits in every pocket. If you don’t want 
to miss out on any color, choose the Powerpack 
XXL. As a complete set it contains everything for 
you to be able to start immediately and at any 
place: 17 shades, 1 blender, 1 pad and 1 brush.

Perfect companions

Casual, bright and high-yield.
17 shades and 1 blender

Also, the KREUL Water Tank Brush is included 
in the basic equipment for en route. With the 
brush tip, which is kept moist by the water in  
the pencil’s tank, wonderful watercolor paintings 
can be realized.



Watercolored drawings play with contours and silhouettes, and give a hint of forms. Color effects 
provide direct impulses and random grains lend the drawings the necessary charm. What was initially 
a hard stroke merges into brightly flowing color.

The typical quality of flowing watercolor is created with the SOLO GOYA Aqua when it comes into 
contact with water. Transparent color gradients, soft transitions or unique color mixtures are formed 
simply and easily. Moistening with water causes movement in wet-on-wet technology. The color runs 
almost uncontrollably. Only what is important, essential is defined by its form.

The concentrated and odorless dye ink can be dissolved with water at any time. Sketches can still be 
edited later. Upon completion, the finished work should be protected from light and solar radiation. 
Particularly valuable motifs can be stored in a folder.

Water meets paint



The natural white and fine-grained art paper  
SOLO GOYA Paper Water Color is ideal for 
watercolor-like painting with the SOLO GOYA 
Aqua Paint Marker. The watercolor paper is 
glued on four sides so that a good flatness is 
guaranteed after moistening and no ripples are 
produced. The internal and external gluing and 
the fine-grained surface give the paper a very 
well-balanced water absorption capacity. 

KREUL Paper Water Color is also the perfect basis 
for delicate, transparent color gradients. With a 
grammage of 200 g/m² – or like the higher-quality 
SOLO GOYA Paper Water Color with a grammage 
of 300 g/m² – it is also ideal for students and 
beginners.

The basis.
The right paper.



Simple words, verses and adages written in an 
ornate or elegant style are always something 
special. Through the art of calligraphy, beautiful 
and varied lettering with an individual character 
is achieved with one’s own handwriting. And 
the SOLO GOYA Aqua Paint Marker is the perfect 
tool.

Artists and creative people appreciate the handling 
and the elastic brush tip. Fine lines, dynamic 
fonts and even flat design elements can be  
achieved with ease. 

The width of the font is influenced by pen position 
and varying pressure on the brush tip. A lower 
writing speed results in a higher intensity of the 
ink application.

#Handlettering  
and Art Journaling



Sketchbooks and travel notes turn into art 
books. Art Journaling is the keyword. Thoughts 
and ideas, graphic elements and letters meet 
fluid color and are staged in a completely new 
way. Experiences and impressions are given 
form. Flowers, patterns and small sketches  
designed with the SOLO GOYA Aqua Paint 
Marker, carefully and creatively combined and 
associated with watercolor effects. Each book  
is unique. Each unique piece is a story.

An attractive combination can be realized 
through application with the SOLO GOYA Mask 
Liner. The parts of the picture that are not to be 
painted can simply be covered with the masking 
paint and then colored. 

Gift tags and greeting cards, invitations and  
place cards – these little highlights are part of 
every party. Charming watercolor effects or 
typography make them stand out from purchased 
ones and provide each host and guest with  
a very personal touch. 
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